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Abstract. The sequential structure of complex actions is apparently
learned at an abstract “cognitive” level in several regions of the frontal
cortex, independent of the control of the immediate effectors by the mo-
tor system. At this level, actions are represented in terms of kinematic
parameters – especially direction of end effector movement – and en-
coded using population codes. Muscle force signals are generated from
this representation by downstream systems in the motor cortex and the
spinal cord.
In this paper, we consider the problem of learning population-coded
kinematic sequences in an abstract neural network model of the me-
dial frontal cortex. For concreteness, the sequences are represented as
line drawings in a two-dimensional workspace. Learning such sequences
presents several challenges because of the internal complexity of the in-
dividual sequences and extensive overlap between sequences. We show
that, by using a simple module-selection mechanism, our model is capa-
ble of learning multiple sequences with complex structure and very high
cross-sequence similarity.
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1 Introduction

The ability to act in complex and purposive ways is a central attribute of higher
animals, and is essential to the understanding of intelligence and cognition. Over
the last several decades, neuroscientists and cognitive scientists have elucidated
many of the mechanisms underlying motor control. Experiments with primates
have shown that complex voluntary movements are encoded at multiple levels
in the cortex, brainstem and the spinal cord [1–15]. However, the overall process
by which such movements are generated remains a subject of significant debate
[16–20].

Research with simple animals such as lampreys and salamanders [21, 22] has
suggested the existence of motor programs – pre-configured patterns of move-
ments that can be triggered as a whole by selection through the basal ganglia
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and the brainstem. This view has often been applied to the higher vertebrates
as well, and offers a plausible explanation for simple movements such as walk-
ing, swallowing, reaching, etc. However, much more complex movements – such
as writing, speaking, playing on a keyboard, pitching a baseball – can become
integrated into a precisely repeatable, yet flexible motor program, and recalled
as a single entity when needed. This “chunking” [23] is thought to arise through
a combination of pattern recognition and sequence learning, and is the focus of
this paper.

2 Background and Motivation

All complex movements can be considered sequences of simpler movements, and
there is considerable experimental evidence showing that neural activity explic-
itly encodes the sequential structure of movement at several levels [1, 2, 4, 19].
However, in many cases – e.g., writing, speaking, playing on a keyboard, etc. –
what might be learned initially as a sequence of simple movements eventually
becomes a single complex movement. For example, a child may learn to write let-
ters by connecting dots, or as sequences of pencil strokes, but eventually, each of
these sequences becomes stored as a single object – still sequential in structure,
but triggered by a single cognitive command, e.g., ”write A”. Something similar
must happen as the child learns to write whole words without spelling them out,
or speaking them as continuous phoneme sequences. Sequential tasks are also
used extensively as an experimental paradigm by researchers studying the motor
system [3, 4, 9–12, 14, 19]. Based on these considerations, sequence learning has
been considered a fundamental issue in motor control, and several models have
been developed for it [24–29]. However, the such sequence learning still presents
several challenges.

Though partially challenged by some recent data [14, 19], the standard view
of motor control [6] postulates two distinct system levels. The higher level sys-
tem, comprising the prefrontal cortex (PFC), the premotor cortex (PM), the
supplementary motor area (SMA) and the pre-SMA, encodes kinematic infor-
mation such as direction and velocity as well as information about task context
[3, 4, 9, 8, 10–12, 19]. In particular, the direction of end effector movement is rep-
resented using population codes [1, 2] defined over neurons tuned to particular
preferred directions (see next section for details). In contrast, the lower level sys-
tem comprising the motor cortex (M1), the spinal cord (SC) and intermediate
systems represents posture-dependent muscle force signals needed to execute the
actions [16, 17, 20]. Thus, with reference to sequential actions, the overall system
implements a convenient division of labor, where motor sequences such as writ-
ing letters or words, drawing shapes, playing key sequences, etc., are learned
as action programs at an abstract, posture- and effector-independent kinematic
level in the PFC/PM/SMA system, and are then “translated” into sequences of
motor commands by M1 [3], possibly guided by the basal ganglia and cerebellum
[23, 30, 31]. Of course, this does not preclude the possibility that sequence recog-
nition and learning may also occur in M1 [5, 14, 19], and the model we study here
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could well apply to population-coded representations in M1 as well. However,
we consider purely kinematic action programs, encoded as sequences of direction
population codes.

There are several difficulties inherent in learning population-coded action
sequences, including the following: 1) Successive elements of an individual se-
quence may be very similar or even identical (e.g., representing several moves in
the same direction); 2) Within an individual sequence, the same element may
be followed by different successors at different points, requiring disambiguation
[32]; 3)Different sequences may overlap strongly, e.g., the sequences for writing
an O and a C may share most of their structure; 4) The directional information
encoded in the population code may be noisy over different learning trials.

These features mean that a simple heteroassociative scheme linking successive
elements is not feasible. Approaches have been suggested to address some of these
problems for non-population coded [33, 34, 32, 27, 28, 35], and population-coded
[24–26] data.

In this paper, we present an abstract but biologically motivated model of
how population-coded action sequences may be learned in the brain. This model
is based on data from experimental studies on sequence encoding and learning
in many areas of the frontal cortex. Some neurons in the prefrontal cortex fire
preferentially at the beginning of action sequences [36], while others remain ac-
tive for the duration of the sequence [37]. These signals go to both the SMA/PM
region, and to the basal ganglia and cerebellum, where they are hypothesized to
select [23, 36, 31] and pace [29, 31] action sequences, respectively. Neurons with
sequence-specific activity, i.e., sequence identifiers, have been shown in pre-SMA,
while neurons encoding element order in action sequences have been found in
both PFC and SMA [3, 38, 9, 7, 10, 36]. Our model incorporates these observa-
tions to build upon an earlier sequence learning model [27]. In particular, our
system can learn highly similar sequences by sequence-specific selection of neural
groups within the network. This is an example of switched modularity, which
we have proposed as a general mechanism for information processing in complex
biological networks [39–42]

3 Model Description

A complex drawing, e.g., a letter or shape, is modeled as a sequence of elementary
actions starting from a canonical initial point. Each elementary action results
in the drawing of a short segment in a specific direction on a 2-dimensional
workspace. This is similar to tasks used in behavioral experiments with primates
[3, 4, 9–12, 14, 19]. Thus, for example, an L-shape starting at the top is a sequence
of downward segments followed by a sequence of leftward ones.

The system learns action sequences from noisy exemplars, where each elemen-
tary action – henceforth called action – is represented as a population code over
a set of directionally tuned neurons. We assume that this representation arises
in cortical regions receiving sensory input, and is available during learning.
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Fig. 1. The sequence learning module.

The structure of the sequence learning system is shown in Figure 1. For
learning, the system receives three inputs: 1) A start input, marking the be-
ginning of a new sequence (corresponding to the PFC signal found in [36]); 2)
An action input, which is the population code of the current elementary action
(corresponding to representations found in PFC [10] and SMA [3, 38, 9, 7]); and
3) A sequence ID input, which represents the identity of the action sequence
(corresponding to sequence-specific activity in the pre-SMA [38, 9, 7]).

The system operates in two modes: 1) A learning mode, in which it receives
sequences of action inputs and learns them in association with the given sequence
ID; and 2) A recall mode, in which it receives no action input and recalls the
sequence associated with the given sequence ID. The recalled sequence is decoded
into the original population code by the population coding system. This and
other parts of the system are described below in greater detail.

3.1 Population Coding

Each action in the system is encoded by its direction using a population code
[1]. This is done by a layer of NP directionally-tuned neurons. The response of a
neuron, k, in this layer is given by a cosine function [2, 4]: zk = cos(θd−θ∗k), where
θd is the currently coded direction (represented as an angle in a fixed reference
frame), and θ∗k is the preferred direction of neuron k (note that zk can be rectified
by adding an offset, but we do not use that here for simplicity.) The preferred
directions for the neurons in the layer are chosen to cover 0◦ to 360◦ uniformly, so
the vector, zP = [z1 ... zNP ] is a population coded representation of the direction
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θd — and thus of the corresponding action. The direction can be recovered from
it by using a simple decoding function [4]: θ̂ = phase

[
1

NP

∑NP

k=1 zkexp(iθ∗k)
]
.

The direction input to the population coder comes from the sensory areas
(not simulated) during learning and from the sequence learning system during
recall.

3.2 Sequence Learning System

The sequence learning system learns abstract representations of action sequences
from noisy exemplars. As shown in Figure 1, the core of the system comprises
three layers, each implemented as a set of winner-take-all (WTA) clusters. These
clusters may be considered an abstraction of cortical hypercolumns [43]. Activity
in this core region – corresponding roughly to parts of the PFC and SMA – is
selectively biased in a sequence-specific way by the selector system, which plays
the role hypothesized for the basal ganglia [23, 37, 30, 36, 31].

The coding layer, C, has NC neurons organized into MC clusters of nC =
NC/MC neurons each. Activity within each cluster is WTA, so only the most
strongly activated neuron in the cluster can fire. Non-selected clusters have no
activity. The memory layer, R, is a recurrently connected layer of NR neurons,
organized into MR clusters of mr neurons each. Only mR < MR clusters are
selectively activated at a time by the signal from the selector system, and ac-
tivity in each selected cluster is WTA. The integration layer, I, has NI neurons
clustered into MI WTA clusters of nI neurons each. Of these, mI < MI clusters
are selectively activated at a time by the selector system. The selector system,
B, is a heteroassociative network that maps each input into a particular sparse
pattern of NB = MR + MI binary outputs, each of which gates a cluster in the
memory or integration layers. This architecture is a simplified version of that
found in the BG, whose neurons target very specific patches of the cortex [23,
30].

During learning, the coding layer receives a very strong action input, X(t),
from the population coder, generating a sparse representation, ZC(t), of the
current observed action. This is projected to the memory layer via fixed random
weights. The memory layer also receives input from itself through fixed random
weights, so that its current state, ZR(t), comes to represent a compressed code
for the activity of the coding layer over the last several steps. The integration
layer receives the current sequence ID input as well as ZR(t) through fixed
random weights, and integrates them into a sequence-specific representation,
ZI(t), of the sequence up to that point. This representation is then associated
with the next coding layer state, ZC(t + 1), through modifiable weights from
Layer I to Layer C using a delta learning rule [44]. In both the R and I layers,
the selector system selects sequence-specific groups of clusters, thus ensuring
that representations for differently identified sequences remain distinct even if
the sequences are similar. The start signal is input to the memory layer, where
it triggers a heteroassociatively stored initial representation, thus ensuring that
the integration layer always receives the same input at the start of a sequence.
The start signal also resets the selector system.
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During recall, the flow between the population coder and the coding layer is
reversed, and the system is given only the sequence ID and start inputs. This then
triggers the recall of the previously learned sequence as the coding and memory
layers recover their states during learning. The activity of Layer C is decoded
by the population coding system into the population code for the corresponding
actions. This decoding is based on training of the weights from Layer C to the
population coder using a delta rule [44]. This learning can occur concurrently
with the sequence learning or separately via ideomotor babbling.

4 Simulations and Results

Fig. 2. Recall of eight learned figures. The dashed (blue) lines show the ideal figures,
the solid (red) lines the actual figures generated after learning. The input has a small
amount of angular noise
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Fig. 3. Effect of angular input error in input on system performance: (a) Mean nor-
malized angular drawing error/segment; (b) Percentage of incorrect bits in sequence
recall.

An implementation of the system with MC = 30, MR = 60, MI = 60 and
nC = nR = nI = n was simulated using a canonical repertoire of 8 shapes,
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(b)

Without Selector in both layers
Selector in Integration Layer only
Selector in both layers

Fig. 4. Graph (a): Effect of varying cluster sizes on the capacity for learning near-
identical shapes. Graph (b): Comparison of the system without cluster selection and
those with cluster selection in Layer I and both layers I and R, while learning near-
identical shapes.

chosen so that several of them have strong similarities, while others have runs
of repeated actions. Each action code generated a line segment of fixed length
in the direction specified by the code. Only connected shapes were used, though
disconnected shapes can be included easily by giving the simulated pen a degree
of freedom perpendicular to the workspace. The model currently does not include
any inertial terms so the direction changes instantaneously with each population
code. The ID input was encoded by 50-bit binary vectors, with 5 randomly chosen
bits set to 1 for each figure.

Figure 2 demonstrates the shapes that the system with n = 10 (i.e., NC =
300, NR = 600 and NI = 600) draws for each of the training sequences after
learning. Each figure was presented 20 times during learning, with random an-
gular noise of ±0.5◦ for each line segment. Figure 3 shows performance when an
angular error uniformly distributed in a range around 0◦ is added to each action
segment during training. It demonstrates that the system is quite robust to such
noise, mainly because of the use of WTA clusters in the sequence learner.

The main issue addressed in this paper is the system’s ability to learn highly
similar sequences, and the role of the selector system in doing so. This was
studied by training the system on shapes with 20 segments each, such that the
first 19 segments in each shape were almost identical (in a circular arrangement)
and the only significant difference arose in the 20th segment. The shapes had
distinct IDs. To learn these shapes, the system had to distinguish the internal
representations of the sequences sufficiently. Figure 4(a) shows the results for
storing up to 50 near-identical shapes in networks with n = 5, 10 and 20. The
results demonstrate that increasing the size of clusters increases the capacity
for such learning, but even a small network can store several nearly identical
sequences. Using the same training set (near-identical shapes), Figure 4(b) shows
the comparative performance of a network without cluster selection, one with
cluster selection only in layer I, and one with selection in both layers I and R. It
is clear that ID-specific cluster selection provides significant increase in capacity
for learning similar sequences. Interestingly, the best performance is obtained
when selection is applied only to layer I, presumably because disambiguation is
important mainly for training the I-to-C connections.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Learning a complex sequence in a network with n = 20. Graph (a, c): Training
text; Graph (b, d): Recalled text.

Finally, Figure 6 shows the results when the same network is trained to store
two very long and complex sequences representing two different words. As shown
in the figure, the sequences are recalled nearly perfectly after training.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a model for learning population-coded kinematic
sequences in a simple but biologically motivated neural system. In particular,
our results show that, with the inclusion of a basal ganglia-like selector, the
system is able to learn a large number of almost identical sequences, and many
different types of shapes, including very complex ones. More detailed studies of
the system, including the role of velocity coding, inertial factors, internal noise
and downstream motor control with be presented in future papers.
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